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RumoruM
Passionate about
engaging with
the enigmatic
imprints of past
cultures, the
ensemble brings
medieval music
to the modern
concert stage in
an honest, artful,
and historically
sympathetic way.
Alongside the
performance of

sounds the source.
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long-revered medieval repertoires, the group fills gaps with informed compositions
and stylistic improvisations. Internalizing texts and forms, the ensemble draws upon
memorization to create transparency between act and audience. The voices of
RUMORUM revive the beauty of sung and spoken poetry, and the group has
developed an instrumentarium that is harmonized from a colourful web of frescoes
and manuscript marginalia.
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Biography
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RUMORUM formed in 2015 at the Schola Cantorum Basiliensis, Switzerland. Awards,
residencies, and notable bookings include:
✤

Laus Polyphoniae International Young Artists Presentation, BE 2015

✤

AlbaNova Festival, BE 2015

✤

Bruges Fringe Festival, BE 2015

✤

Utrecht Fringe Festival, NE 2015

✤

WDR3 radio concert Tage Alter Musik in Herne, DE 2016

✤

York Early Music International Young Artists Competition finalists, UK 2017—
awarded both EEEmerging prize and Friends prize

✤

Brighton Early Music Festival Live! scheme, UK 2017

✤

Rencontres Internationales de Musique Médiévale du Thoronet, FR 2017

✤

Concert tour for the Organisatie Oude Musiek, NE 2018

Members
GRACE NEWCOMBE
voice, harp, keyboard, direction

JACOB MARIANI
plectrum lute, gittern, fiddle, viola d’arco, luthier

OZAN KARAGÖZ
voice

MARA WINTER
flutes

FELIX VÉRRY
fiddle, rebec
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Programmes
WELAWEY, WEILAWEI, WEYLAWEY
This programme is the result of on-going doctoral research by director Grace
Newcombe, under the endorsement of the UK Arts and Humanities Research Council,
as well as Southampton and Bristol Universities. Grace’s project focuses on the
performance practice and function of British song in the High Medieval period,
c.1150-1300. RUMORUM is uncovering new performance possibilities in this genre.
Grace’s work has allowed for the constructions of melodies for anonymous Middle
English lyrics which have not been performed for hundreds of years.

SUMMER UNDE WINDER
Unconventional Minnesänger from medieval Germany. This programme features
Neidhart (active early 13th century), Wizlaw von Ruegen (c.1240-1302), and ‘the last
Minnesinger’, Oswald von Wolkenstein (1376/7-1445). The focus is solo voice with
instrumental accompaniment, alongside related polyphonic songs of the 15th century.
Since no written instrumental music survives from this location, RUMORUM
composes and improvises a range of new instrumentals based on Minnesang
melodies.

MAGISTER PIERO
RUMORUM performs the complete known and related works of this mysterious
composer from the early Trecento. Sources include the unique Rossi Codex as well as
Italian instrumental music surviving in the London 29987 manuscript.
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CHAUCER AS WITNESS
This programme follows Geoffrey Chaucer’s own travels through 14th-century
England, France and Italy, reflecting the wide variety of musical styles he would have
heard along the way: a cappella duets, solo song, and instrumental forms. In
introducing the programme’s central themes and concepts, the music is interspersed
with short performative readings of Chaucerian texts.

THE TEMPLE OF GLAS
Following the cryptic itinerary of John Lydgate’s (1370-1451) Temple of Glas,
RUMORUM performs a representative slice of secular English repertory—Frye,
Bedyngham, Dunstaple, and others—demonstrating the shared linguistic and formal
soundscapes of the courtly imagination. Lydgate’s poem is filled with allusion; a
seemingly straightforward medieval romance is imbued with subtle clues, hidden
meanings, and heraldic emblazoning. Used as structural guides to presentation, the
devices of Lydgate’s Temple and disjointed English musical sources suddenly
resonate, revealing a shared poetic network. The effect of the Temple was widereaching and boundary-blurring: Lydgate’s phrases interject the surviving music, and
ballade-form reworkings of his verse bloom upon manuscript flyleaves. The mirrorhall effect delighted readers in Lydgate’s time, but what music resounded in their
minds? This programme reintroduces instruments to late 15th-century English
repertory, featuring rebec, plectrum lute, gothic bray harp, transverse flute, and a
unique viola d’arco constructed and played by Jacob himself.
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RUMORUM chooses to mix instruments with voices carefully, incorporating them as
an exploration of plausible instrumental practice, and not as a presumed or fixed
feature. The group alters its instrumentarium and personnel based on the necessary
historical ingredients in each musical programme. All members are multiinstrumentalists. The research and craft of luthier Jacob Mariani (U.S., current DPhil
and Clarendon Scholar, University of Oxford) takes iconography and literary reference
as its core inspiration, bringing the most current historicist models of instruments and
performance practice to the modern stage.
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Director GRACE NEWCOMBE is the recipient of UK Arts and Humanities Research
Council funding for her ideas on new performance practice possibilities for 12th- and
13th-century British clerical song. She is currently undertaking this project as a
doctoral researcher under the supervision of professors Mark Everist (University of
Southampton) and Ad Putter (University of Bristol).
Grace was previously awarded a Leverhulme Trust scholarship to study MedievalRenaissance Performance at the Schola Cantorum Basiliensis. Grace shared Schola
professors Crawford Young, Dominique Vellard, Kate Dineen, Randall Cook, Ken
Zuckermann, Marc Lewon, Baptiste Romain, and Uri Smilanski with the other
members of RUMORUM during their formation. The ensemble carries the teachings
of these legendary performers and scholars through the development of new concerts
and seminars, paying homage to the rich heritage and efforts of twentieth-century
Early Music pioneers. They are committed to expanding this vision.

RumoruM
www.rumorum.com

